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• Mixtapes are an art lost in a dead medium
• Looks like a cassette but holds hundreds
mp3s
• Personalize the package with your playlist
• Packaged to look like an old analog audio
cassette tape, with room to scrawl out your
tracklist, the USB Mixtape Memory Stick
makes the perfect gift to your significant
other.

• Great sounding speaker dock works with
almost any Android phone
• Includes micro IR remote to control
music volume, track forward/back, and
mute
• Micro USB and 3.5mm audio connectors
combine to give you plug-and-play
operation with virtually any Androidbased phone

No wires, no pairing, no problem!
• Boost your iPhone or Android device
with no wires or pairing
• Near-Field Audio amplifies any speaker
into room-filling sound
• Runs for months on standby on AA
batteries or forever over micro-usb
power

* it picks up the magnetic field of the speaker It does work with earbuds, but just not as loudly.

Turn your wimpy mug into a rugged
office companion
• The ideal utility belt for your old office
mugs
• Holds all your office supplies in one
place
• Twelve durable pockets to hold
almost anything

A truly awesome earbud organizer
would not only roll up into a untangled
mess in a little package, but also be a
cross body bag to hold your iPod or
iPhone.
These earbuds aren’t connected to the
case, so they are just something that
makes your earbuds more bulky, but
less tangled.

Google introduced an enormous
backpack with a big green, globular
camera protruding from the top.
Google can use it to capture images in
remote places like national parks ..
Inside Buildings .. Etc.

Since 2000, Resource Furniture has
imported and distributed inspired,
modern furniture from the finest and
most innovative European designers.
Every piece in the Resource Furniture
collection is hand-selected for its ability
to transform a space with both beauty
and functionality.
Resource Furniture continues to redefine
the way consumers and designers think
about space.

Other lights may simply turn on when motion is
sensed but the Motion Tracking Security Light. goes
above and beyond that.
This light automatically swivels to follow people
as they move around your yard. The light detects
body heat up to 40 feet away with it’s wide angle
infrared sensor which even has extra sensors aimed
below the unit.
It’s lit by LED lights and can be wall or eave
mounted and hardwired directly to an existing
electrical box. The swiveling allows this light to offer
more coverage than a normal light and a moving
light can go a long way towards warding off
trespassers from your yard.

This is the speaker dock that charges an iPhone and
iPad simultaneously.
Two dedicated 30-pin dock connectors hold each
device upright, providing a convenient charging
platform that requires as little space as a box of
tissues.
The dock plays music from either device through the
unit's dual integrated stereo speakers, allowing you to
watch videos or listen to a music collection while the
iPad and iPhone charge.
With USB and 3.5 mm auxiliary ports (cables
included) that allow connection to an iPod or other
MP3 players. Compatible with all iPhone, iPad, and
iPod Touch models. Plugs into AC via iPhone/iPad
wall adapter.

Here’s an interesting product that turns
your old CD cases into works of art.
Case-On’s are essentially small clips
that are specifically designed to fit CD
jewel cases and clip them together.
You probably have tons of CD cases
stashed away somewhere after you
made the transition to MP3 full time (I
know I do).
What if you turned each one into a little
picture frame? Case-On’s does that.
They cost $10 for a set of 40 clips.

The iGroove SXT remains a true stereo sound
system that employs dual long-throw 2.5-inch
woofers in a ported enclosure and dual ¾-inch
horn-loaded tweeters.
Klipsch is the only company in the iPod
speaker category to utilize horn technology
a design that delivers lifelike sound as well
as produces more output using less energy.
And unlike before, the iGroove SXT iPod
speaker system is now bi-amplified which
means each driver is individually amplified a
feature that virtually eliminates distortion and
significantly improves sonic performance.
We’ve also re-tuned the bass ports on the
sides of the system to remove any “port noise.”

$170.00

The Clear Butter Mill gives you a smooth ribbon of
butter, cream cheese or margarine with just the twist
of the handle.
It works right out of the refrigerator, no need to let
your butter sit out to get a smooth cut. You can make
a 10 foot long ribbon of butter from one stick (why
you’d want? I don’t know, but you could).
Cold butter never wants to spread very well, this
clear butter mill makes it easy to butter that
bread, vegetables, or on top of steak (try it, trust
me!).
It’s dishwasher safe and because there’s very little air
in this gadget, your butter stays fresher. If you like
butter, (and who doesn’t?), this looks like a must-have
kitchen accessory

Great news for hot dog lovers; Nathan’s Famous Coney
Island hot dogs are coming soon to a vending machine near
you. The machines are being run by Kosher Vending
Industries the leading Kosher vending machine operator.
The hot dogs will all be certified as Kosher (all Nathan’s
Famous franks are beef, but relatively few are produced and
served under a rabbi’s oversight).
The vending machines will get the dogs grilled and the
buns warmed within 34 seconds.
Now if only they could get Nathan’s french fries into one of
these machines (complete with little red pitchfork style fork,
natch).

... is a cylinder-shaped portable computer.
It was designed for rural areas in India in
order to spread the importance of
education, health and other social issues
for the development of the country.
The term “mitra” means “friend,” and the
MITRA PC is also an eco-friendly gadget
that uses solar energy to store and use in
case of emergency.
The MITRA PC contains a built-in LED
projector for convenient presentation, as
well as a hand crank charging facility to
generate power (rotating the crank 30
times provides 30 minutes of use).

If you are looking for a faucet that
brings everything you need for
the bathroom onto one sleek
panel, this Ondus Digitecture by
Grohe is the right choice for you.
This faucet is designed with slim
wall mount panel that add a
futuristic dimension to your
modern bathroom. This is the
newest addition of Grohe Ondus
Digital Faucet Collection.
This faucet is designed including
temperature control, touch pad
operation, an attractive faucet
and holders for soap and cups.

As out planet becomes more Hostile
As we develop FUSION Power sources, we
will be able to build and live in SHIELDED
CITIES, such as this one.
Wouldn’t the VIEW be Spectacular from any
Apartment in this super building.

February 7, 2035 - After a lot of hush-hush for several
years the much longed for search engine TalkTalk was
presented to the press this week. One day talking
basically made me speechless; the future has never
looked brighter in finding information.
TalkTalk will open to the public next week and this service
will be something that you will use more than you can
imagine. For the first time you can not only talk to the
search engine, you can discuss with it what you are
looking for.

The future has arrived with the NIX 8" Hu-Motion
frame. Killer styling from the design studio 'NIX of
London' is coupled with the latest tech to deliver
the ultimate in convenience, featuring a motion
sensor that turns the frame on when you're nearby
and off when you're not. It really couldn't be any
more convenient.
This frame makes a perfect gift for technophobes,
no longer will a frame sit around grandma's house
unused!

$120.00

A rechargeable battery provides portability with
3hrs playback time. Stylish azure blue touch
controls on an obsidian black frame provides for a
modern yet elegant look complimenting most
interior decors.

Improve your hearing; improve your life,
with this digital Voice Clarifying Amplifier.
Micro-digital is the latest technology; it
captures sound and amplifies it as it travels
through your ear.
This doesn’t just make sound louder, it
makes it clearer so you can truly hear
what you’re missing. Features adjustable
volume control, and fits in either right or left
ear. Great for mild to moderate hearing
loss.

$300.00

The Voice Clarifying Amplifier is
rechargeable. When charged, it lasts
between 6 and 10 hours. Comes with
everything you need for charging, cleaning,
storage, travel – and even a quick start
guide.

This patented design allows you handsfree usage of your tablet or iPad while
you recline in your favorite chair, or even
lie down in your bed.
Cantilever design requires zero clearance
under your furniture, and can be used on
either side of bed, sofa or chair.
Six positions practically give you
unlimited possibilities for watching or
using your iPad or tablet while you relax
and recline. All done?
The Adjustable Tablet Stand quickly folds
and stores anywhere. Works with your
iPad, Kindle, Galaxy, Xoom, Iconia,
IdeaPadd, Nook and all other tablets and
eBook readers.

$160.00

With the Solar Charging iPad Case having more
than 10 days of battery life is just the beginning.
This innovative case does it all – a protective
case for your iPad2 or the newest iPad that can
be configured into a keyboard stand for easier
typing or a movie stand for watching films or TV.
In addition to charging the iPad from either
indoor or outdoor light it features a USB
power outlet that will charge headsets,
cameras, or cell phones.

$200.00

Plus it includes an HDMI adaptor for viewing
movies or surfing the web on your HDTV. The
Solar Charging iPad Case is like a Swiss Army
knife for your iPad!

$250.00

You’ve probably heard by now that sitting at your desk is
killing you. No? Allow me to elaborate.
The average person spends a third of their life sitting down,
which lowers blood sugar, decreases blood flow, and puts
you at risk for diabetes and heart disease.
Some doctors even call our culturally ingrained inactivity
“Sitting Disease,” which seems a little dramatic, but there’s
truth in it.
Focal incorporates a small bench into the traditional standing
design, not unlike drafting tables used by architects and
engineers.
The small leather seat is more for leaning than sitting. It tilts
downward at an angle that makes it tough to totally rest, and
it pivots with your movements, improving balance and,
ostensibly, focus. The station’s plywood and aluminum desk
is attached at its base to a footrest that tilts up towards the
user for support.

... is an advanced point-and-shoot that has 18.2Mp, 40x Clear
Image Zoom, and Active 3-Way stabilization to its credit, not to
mention 1080/60i HD video capture. In addition, the HX20V
also provides you with GPS and compass functionality for
geo-tagging and more! When you consider all the auto
features of the camera as well, you'll find the HX20V is more
than a snapshot machine, it's a real memory-maker.
Those 18.2Mp just don't work alone to provide you with stellar
images, they have the help of High Speed AF - for clear
photos, even in low-light - along with all the aforementioned
features. Other notable features include the Sony G lens and
a 3.0" Xtra Fine LCD TruBlack display.

$400.00

The camera also puts a 10 fps burst mode at your disposal,
and numerous auto functions for great photos without the
guesswork. Face detection, Anti-blink, iSCN, Natural Flash
and more all work hard to ensure that your memories will be
beautiful for years to come.

As a woman lies on a mattress on the
floor, a small white machine attached
to her outstretched right arm offers
the following words:
I am the Last Moment Robot. I am here to help you
and guide you through your last moment on Earth.
I am sorry that your family and friends can't be with
you right now, but don't be afraid.
I am here to comfort you. You are not alone, you
are with me. Your family and friends love you very
much, they will remember you after you are gone.

In the aftermath of a major disaster,
the last thing you want to do is send
first responders running into mounds
of unstable, potentially dangerous
rubble.
But right now, if rescuers want to look
for survivors, measure radiation
levels, or just see what’s going on
inside, they don’t have many other
options.
Nuno Martins, an associate professor
of computer and electrical
engineering, and his fellow
researchers at the University of
Maryland Robotics Center think the
best way to solve this problem is with
robots. Hundreds of tiny, ant-sized,
autonomous, communicating robots.
ReadMore >>

The Wii U is a next-generation video game console from Nintendo. It has an innovative controller with a
tablet, which makes for a lot of interesting gameplay possibilities.

With a new tablet controller to
allow for dual screen playing and
more interactivity, the new Wii U
seems to be a clear heir
Nintendo's popular Wii system.
The purpose of the Wii U
gamepad is creating a gaming
experience independent of the
television.
The device powered by an IBM
Power-based multi-core
processor with an AMD Radeonbased GPU allows for quick
access to games along with
unique dual screen capabilities.

$300.00

Cost has been a major barrier in keeping people from
buying energy-efficient LED lightbulbs.
Now one of the world's largest LED makers, says it has
perfected a technique that could significantly cut the
production cost of LEDs.
White LEDs are typically made by coating blue galliumnitride LEDs with yellow phosphors. Manufacturers
normally grow the gallium-nitride in thin layers on top of
costly sapphire substrates. Osram is making the
devices on silicon substrates instead.
Silicon substrates cost a third as much as sapphire and
could get even cheaper, since they're made in larger
pieces.

How does an ECAT work?
In short, the ECAT produces the energy by fusing Nickel with Hydrogen to produce
Copper. This reaction is exothermic, which means that it produces excess energy.
The energy content of the Copper is less than the energy content in Nickel and
Hydrogen alone – and the excess energy is in this case being released as heat
energy.
The current design of the reactor is a small rectangular plate 20cm x 20cm with a
thickness of about 4cm (external dimensions of reactor). The fuel, Nickel of very
fine granularity + Hydrogen + catalyst, is placed in a thin layer at the center of the
reactor core. The reactor is located at the bottom of a steel box (the outer hull of
the E-Cat is currently at a size that can easily fit on a small table) and directly
attached to the reactor is cooling elements in the form of wings. These wings are
crucial as they transmit the heat generated in the reactor to the surrounding water.
There is a cold water inlet into the steel box and a warm water outlet. As the cold
water flows past the reactor, the cooling elements will heat it up and the flux of the
water (e.g. liters/h) dictates the difference between in and out temperature. In this
way hot water or steam can be produced.

The contact lens senses the glucose in
your tears, and if the sugar is not being
metabolized correctly and glucose builds up in
your body the lens will detect the problem
and change color. Dr. Jun Hu explains that “it
works just like the PH paper in your high school
chemistry lab” Of course the person wearing
the lens won’t see the change unless they look
in a mirror. In order to measure actual blood
sugar concentration, one would use a
Smartphone app that analyzes a photograph
of your eye.
The lenses have been under development for
several years, and the only ones that exist are
simply a prototype not yet approved for human
use, however if the researches can cut through
the red tape you might start hearing more
about these lenses in 3 years or so. No word
yet on price, but it looks like they would charge
for the lenses and present the associated app
at no charge. Very cool.

This is the analog clock with a built-in, motion-

activated video surveillance camera that records
audio and video, ideal for inconspicuously
monitoring a room or office.
The video camera's image sensor captures 720 x
480 resolution video in a 62º angle from nine feet
away while its sensitive microphone picks up
sound from 16' away. It can also take
photographs at 1,280 x 960 resolution. An
included 4 GB microSD card stores up to six
hours of AVI video or 52,000 JPG images;
supports up to 8 GB microSD cards.
Content is downloaded to a computer and its
rechargeable lithium battery is recharged via a
USB 2.0 port and included cable. Provides up to 1
1/2 hours of video recording (18 months of standby time) from a three-hour charge.

$160.00

This is the scanner that converts and restores
35mm slide images to their original quality. Its
magazine accepts up to 50 slides at a time,
scanning them automatically one-at-a-time,
enabling large-scale conversion projects, and each
slide may be previewed using the built-in light
panel.
A full 5,000 x 5,000 dpi resolution scan-its highest
setting-of a single slide takes just over three
minutes, capturing all the details of the original
image at 34 megapixels.
Once converted, the software removes surface
defects such as dust and scratches from an
image (after the scanner's infrared sensor
detects dust), restores original colors from
faded film images, and removes film grain
from converted images. Images are saved onto
a computer using the included USB cable. Includes
Adobe Photoshop Elements 9.0 software

$1300.00

Just how do the AIRbudz work? For starters, they come with air channels that are built
right into the earbuds, enabling you to simultaneously hear music without any distortion,
while enabling ambient noise to make its way into your ears. It is said that the AIRbudz
will be able to fit approximately 70% of headphones with removable earbuds which are in
the market right now, so you might want to look into replacing the noise canceling
earbuds.

